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El\:lERGEXCY PREr_\REDXESS IN THE UNITED ST~~TES

In its investigations the Special Committee on National Emergencies and Delegated Emergency Pmvers has concentratBd on ~etermining the extent of emergency power delegated to the PresIdent and
rccommending procedures for the declaration, administration, and termination of emergencies. It has not attempted to evaluate the state of
cmergency preparedness in the United States. Only in its final days
did the Committee probe this question at all, and then only briefly.
The range and complexity of emergency issues make any evaluation
extremely difticult.l Too often goyernment units: trapped within their
particular fragment of the bureaucratic puzzle, fail to examine issues
in all their parameters. In its brief probing of emergency preparedness
issues, the staff of the Committee attempted to cut across customary
lines of fragmentation and to take a broad view. To do tIus, the staff
solicited the views of representatives of Federal emergency agencies,
Congressional staff members, and nongovernmental experts.
The exploration raised s('rio11s questions, and the staff belieyes that
it is time to assess the effects of the 1973 administrative reorganization
and to evaluate the operation of the new structure with particular att~lltion to emergency preparedness, coordination, planning, and civil
lIberties questions.
To facilitate such a study and to stimulate interest in and aware~less of the many issues im-alvcel. this report will summarize the findmgs of the staffs brief sUlTey.la
B ac.l..~ground
Until 1973 responsibility for emergency coordination was vested in
the Office of Emergency Preparedness (OEP), located in the Executive Office of the President. OEP drew its authority from many
sources, some by delegation from the President and others directly by
statute. Its reSOllrce p1anning and mobilization functions were
founded in part on the Xational Security Act of 1947,2 the Defense
Production Act of 1950,3 and the Strategic and Critical :Materials
Stockpiling Act:! In the EiseI,lhower administration, civil and defense
. 1 To evaluate planning and preparedness efforts in a comprehensi,e manner, it is
useful to develop analytical frameworks which will help structure an overview. Two
frameworks may be useful to later investigators. One method involves classifying the
specific types of emergency that could occur:
Economic: Depression, inflation, strikes. housing, agricultural, commodity trading,
muniCipal or corporate bankruptcies, domestic program failures,etc.
.
Natural Catastrophe: Drought, agricultural pests, plagues, climatic changes, famine,
fioons. ellrthquakes. etc.
.
.
Xational Security: Defense. civil defense, internal security, hostilities, war, terrorism,
embargoes, nllelear threats (peacetime and wartime), etc.
.
-----Another method would be to assess: (1) Organizational capabilities, (2). material
resonrces, Hnd (3) manpower a'ailability.
1a This report represents an initial probing of preparedness issues, rather than a finnl
statement on them. The staff was not able to conduct a thorough examination, and its
findings must be viewed with caution.
.
.
2 61·Stat. 495, 499 ;50 U.S.C. 404.
.
360 Stat: 5l}6; 50 U.S.C. app., sec. 2061 et seq. .
.
464 Stat; 798; 50 U.S.C.98 et seq. See also '50 U.S.C, app., sec. 2271 note and Executi¥e Order 11051 set out therein.
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mobilization functions were merged when Reorganization Plan No.1
of 1958 joined the functions of the Federal Civil Defense Administration and the Office of Defense Mobilization in a new component of the
Executive Office of the President called the Office of Defense and
Civilian :Mobilization.5 The plan provided for a Director and Deputy
Director, three Assistant Directors, and ten Regional Directors; made
the Director a member of the National Security Council; and attachecl
to the new entity the Civil Defense Advisory Council, originally
created by the Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950.6 By successive
statutes, the Office was renamed Office of Civil and Defense Mobilizatjon,7 Office of Emergency Planning,S and, finally, Office of Emergency
Preparedness. 9
Through the years, OEP lost some functions and gained others. By
Executive Order 10952, dated July 20, 1961,10 President Kennecl)~
withdrew designated civil defense functions from OEP and assigned
them to the Department of Defense, where they still remain. OEP's
responsibility for telecommunications policy was withdrawn (and an
Assistant Director eliminated) when the Office of Telecommunications
Policy was established by Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1970.11 Important new responsibilities for supervising disaster relief were thrust
upon OEP by the Disaster Relief Act of 1970.12 The OEP Director
,\-as authorized to form emergency support teams of Federal personnel; to draw upon outside organizations; to establish regional offices:
to determine qualifications for assistance; to guide the activities of
emergency personnel; to provide temporary housing, transportation.
communications, and other facilities in emergencies; and to take other
actions in major disaster areas. Other laws addedTo OEP's responsibilities in disaster relief, such as those which authorize Federal assistance to educational institutions which have. suffered damage or
destruction. 13
By law or delegation of Presidential authority, OEP also served
in various other capacities. Under section 232 of the Trade Expansion A.ct of 1962, for example, the OEP Director was responsible
for investigating imports which might threaten to impair the national securityY He served by Presidential appointment as Chairman of the Oil Policy Committee, established by President Nixon
in February, 1970, following the report of a Cabinet task force on
oil import policy.15
.On January .26, 1973, President Nixon submitted to the Congress
Reorganziation Plan Number 1 of 1973. That plan called for the
abolition o.f the Office of Emergency Preparedness, the Office of
Science and Technology and the National Aeronautics and Space
Council and the transfer of their functions to old line agencies. Xixon
672 Stat. 1i99: 5 U.S.-C.. app. 565. AI!lo printed at 50 U.S.C., app., sec. 2271 not",.
864 Stat. 1245, 1247; 50 U.S.C. app., se($ 2251-2297.
1 i2 Stat. 861 ; see ~o U.S.C. app., sec. 2271 note.
s 75 Stat. 630 ; see 50 U.S.C. app., sec. 2271 note.
982 Stat. 1194; see 50 U.S-C. app., sec. 2271 note.
10 3CFR. 1959-196'3 Comp., p. 479.
115 U.S.C., app., p. 605.
12 42 U.S.C. sec. 4401 et !leq.
:t3 81 Stat. 810. 86 Stat. 299.
14 19 U.S.C. 862(b).
IS The information on pages 3-.'> was excerpted from: U.S. Congress. House. Committe",
on Government Operation !I. Reorganization Plan No.1 of HI73 : HOll!1e Report No. 9~-106.
93rd Congress, 1st Session. Washington, U.S. GO>erm;l1ent Print1ng Office, 1973, pp. 12-13.
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described the changes in the emergency preparedness area in the
following words:
In the interest of efficiency and economy, we can now further streamline the Executive Office of the President by
formally relocating those responsibilities and closing the
Office of Emergency Preparedness.
I propose to accomplish this reform in two steps. First,
reorganization plan No.1 would transfer to the President all
functions previously vested by lR\V in the office or its director,
exce.pt the director's role as a member of the N ationa 1 Secnri ty
Council. which would be abolished: and it would abolish the
Office of Emergency Preparedness. '
The functions to be transferred to the President from
OEP largely incidental to emergency authorities already
vested in him. They include functions under the Disaster
Relief Act of 1970; the function o,f determining whether a
major disaster has occurred within the meaning of (1) Section 7 of the Act of September 30, 1950, as amenclE·c1. 30
U.S.C. 241-1, or (2) Section 762 (a) of the Higher Education Act of 1965, as added by Section 161 (n) of the Education Amendments of 1972, Public Law 92-318, 86 Stat.
288, 299 (relating to the furnishing by the Commissioner
of Education of disaster relief assistance for educational
purposes); and functions under Section 232 of the Trade
Expansion Act of 1962, as amended (19 U.S.C. 1862), with
respect to the conduct of invE'f=tigations to determine the
eff~cts on national security of the importation of certain
_
artIcles.
The Civil Defense Advisory Council within OEP would
also be abloished by this plan, as changes in domestic and
international conditions since its establishment in 1950 have
now obviated the need for a standing council of this type.
Should advice of the kind the council has provided be required again in the future, state and local officials and experts in the field can be consulted on an ad hoc basis.
Second, as soon as the plan became effective, I would
delegate OEP's ,former functions as follows:
All OEP responsibilities having to do with preparedness for and relief of civil emergencies and disasters
would be transferred to the Department of Housing
and Urban Development. This would provide greater
field capabilities for coordination of federal disaster
assistance with that provided by states and local communities, and would be in keeping with the objective
of creating a broad, new Department of Community
Development.
OEP's responsibilities for measures to "ensure the continuity of civil government operations in the event of
major military attack would be reassigned to the General Services Administration. as would responsibility for
resource mobilization including the management of national security stockpiles, with policy guidance in both
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cases to. be prDvided by the N atiDnal Security CDuncil,
and with eCDnDmic cDnsideratiDns relating to changes in
stockpile levels to. be cDDrdinatedby the CDuncil Dn ECDnDmic PDlicy.
Investigations Df impDrtla which might threaten the
natiDnal security-assigned to. OEP by SectiDn 232 Df the
Trade Expansion Act Df 1962-wDuld be reassigned to
the Treasury Department, whDse other trade studies give
it a re'ady-made capability in this field; the National
Security Council wDuld maintain. its supervisory role
Dver strategic imports.
ThDse disaster relief authorities which have been reserved
to. the President in the past, such as the authDrity to declare
major disasters, will cDntinue to be exercised by him under
rapid interagency coordinatiDn, the federal response will be
coordinated by the Executive Office of the President in charge
of executive management.
The Oil PDlicy Committee will continue to functiDn as in
the past, unaffected by this reorganization, except that I will
designate the Deputy Secretary of the Treasury as chairman
in place Df the DirectDr Df OEP. The CDmmittee will Dperate
under the general supervisiDn Df the Assistant to. the President in charge of economic affairs.
The functiDns which would be abDlished by this plan, and
the statutory authorities fDr each, are:
(1) The functions Df the Director Df the -Office Df Emergency Preparedness with respect to. being a member Df the
National Security Council (Sec. 101, NatiDnal Security Act
Df 1947, as amended, 50 U.S.C. 402; and Sec. 4, ReDrganizatiDn Plan No.. 1 of 1958) ;
(2) The functions of the Civil Defense AdvisDry CDuncil
(Sec. 102(a) Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950; 50 U.S.C.
App. 2272 (a)) ....16
Under the ReDrganizatiDn Act Df 1949, Executive reorganizatiDn
proposals take effect automatically unless eitherHDuse Df Congress
elisa pprDves the plan within sixty days Df its submission to CDngress.
Both the House and Senate Government Operations Committee held
hearings on Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1973. The Senate took no
action, while the House issued a Teport approving the plan. The
Honse gro.up o.bserved that "the President canno.t be co.mpelled to.
utilize a policymaking and advisory apparatus in the Executive Office
against his o.wn preferences." The Ho.use repDrt co.ncluded:
",Ve cannot predict ho.W well the agen<;ies will execute the
functions and resPo.nsibilities transferred to them by the reo.rganizatio.n plan. The quality o.f leadership, the funds and
reso.nrces available, management techniques, and other facto.rs will make a large difference. The fear expressed by some
critics o.f the plan is that the transferred functio.ns will be
buried at lo.wer leve1.tin departmental or agency bureaucra16 L_K .. President. Messag~. "ReorgnnizfLtion Plan No.1, Hl73." Hearings, before a
1'nhCOIl1111lttee of the Comnllttee on Go,ernment o.pera.tions, House of Represent'lti,es,
n:::rn
Congress, 1st Session. Washington, U.S. Government Printing Dffice 1973 pp.
100-10~
,
,
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cies, and that performance will suffer accordingly. This result
is possible, but it will not follow automatically if common
sense, good management, and sufficient resources are brought
to bearY
Neither house having disapproved, the reorganization plan went
into effect. OEP was dismantled, and its authorities were split up
bebveen different Executive agencies. The Federal Preparedness
Agencv vlithin GSA-known during a transitional period as the
Office ~f Preparedness-assumed responsibility for coordination and
planning. The Federal Disaster Assistance Administration within
HUD became the central agency in charge of natural disasters. The
Department of the Treasury assimilated those OEP functions regarding investigation of imports which might threaten national security.
The Deputy Security of the Treasury replaced the OEP director as
Chairman of the Oil Policy Committee, and FPA lost the seat which
OEP had had on the National Security Council. The Civil Defense
Advisory Council within OEP was abolished, while the Defense Civil
Preparedness Agency, set up in 1972, continued as before.
Two invest.igations explored emergency preparedness issues in the
two years following the reorganization. Hearings conducted in 1973
by the Subcomniittee on Disaster Relief of the Senate Public "Vorks
Committee focused on the adequacy and effectiveness of federal disaster relief legislation. In 1974, hearings held by a House Appropriations
Subcommittee indicated the need for a more complete investigation.
There was confusion about the exact relationship of the DCPA and the
Office of Preparedness (known as the FPA now). Georgiana Sheldon,
Deputy Director of the DCP A, . decried the lack of Congressional
oversight.
-.
Recently more studies have been launched. In January 1976, the
House Armed Services Subcommittee on Investigations set up a panel
to examine the nation's civil defense. The inquiry is particularly important since the Senate Armed Services Preparedness Investigating
Subcommittee has not held any hearings in the last year and a half.
In December 197'5, GAO initiated its, own examination of the Nation's civil defense program. The study will focus on the Defense Civil
Preparedness Agency is an effort to determine its operating efficiency.
GAO plans to investigate the practicality of the Agency's progranls
and the effectiveness of its assistance to states' and local communities.
GAO is particularly concerned about possible overlap and inefficiency
bet;v~en DCPA, FDAA, and FP~. Rec~ntly DCPA has been helping
antIcIpate and prepare for pOSSIble crIses. Once a disaster has occurred, the .FDAA has as.sumed operatio~al r:esponsibility. FPA has
pla~ed an overall supervIsory and coordmatmg role. GAO will investIgate how these diyided responsibilities operate in practice.
Concurrently, the Senate Government Operations Committee has
begun to examine the DMPA, FPA, FDAA, and the Emergency Preparedn~ss Office of the Secretary of the Interior. The Government
OperatIOns staff has concerned' that considerable overlap existed in
the pro~ams of these agencies.
17 Y,St i~-¥f:e~. House. Committee on' Government Operations. Reor~anization Plnn
9gyern~ent Prlnti~UgS~:~~~1~lt'p~'l9~06, .93rd Congress, 1st Session. Washington, U.S.
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Organization
1Yhile promisinO', these inquiries will stop short of an overall assessment. of both em~rgency preparedness a~d. plan!ling efforts in this
count.ry and t.he wisdom of the new admlllIstratIve structure set up
under ReorO'anization Plan Number 1 of 1973.
The Con~inittee staff believes that now-three years after that reorO'anization-an investigation into preparedness operations is in
order. During recent years a trend tow~rd decen~ralizing governmental fUIlctions has emerged, but serIOUS questIOns eXIst about
whether the nation benefits from decentralization of emergency preparedness activities. Alternatives to the present arrangement must be
examined for their possible benefits.
The current policy of the U.S. is to operate a decentralized system,
coordinated by an agency located in GSA, the Federal Preparedness
Agency. FPA retains some of the operational duties of OEP, most
notably in maintaining stockpiles and underground facilities and supplies, but compared to its predecessor, FPA is relatively free of operational responsibility. Its main responsibility is to provide policy
guidance for emergency preparedness programs and to coordinate
programs throughout the U.S. government. The Agency operates with
a staff of over 200 people and with an unclassified administrative
budget. of about $7 million. Ten regional offices provide guidance to
other Federal field offices and to state and local governments in planning and developing their readiness programs. Beyond its admilllstratiYe structure, FPA has three main divisions: (l}-Confiict Preparedness runs emergency facilities, "Continuity of the U.S. Government"
operations, and other programs; (2) Civil Crisis Preparedness handles stockpiles. industrial mobilization, and crisis management; and
(3) Research, Development, and Program Development explores increasingly-sophisticated technologies.
A discussion of the relative merits of the present and alternate administrative st.ructures might start with an examination of the decision to dismantle OEP and to establish FPA. Nixon said that he was
acting "in the interest of efficiency and economv." Later. in testimonv,
Freel ~Ialek. Deputy Director ~of the Office of :Management and
Budget, stated:
One objective is to reduce the size of the Executive Office.
but. more important is the need for reorienting the Executive
Office to focns on its original mission as a staff for top-level
policy forn:ation and 1110nitoring of policy execution in
broad functIOnal a.reas. These actions are also consistent with
the Pre5ident.'s overall purpose of strengtheninO' and upO'rading the capacity of our line departments and agencies, a~d to
press for further decentralization of Federal actiyitv to field
office5 and even to the communities themselves, ,vherever we
ean bring the Goyernment closer to the people. 1s
The staff found tha.t most people interviewed placed .Q"reat stress on
the political pressure to cut back the Executive Office. 'one FP A official argued that. the President was trying to prod agencies and departIS cs .. Congrl'''s. Hou~e. Committee on Go.ernment Operations, "Reorganization Plan
'No. 1 of H173. HE'arings," before n 8ub('ommittE'e of the Committee on GO'·l'rnmE'nt Operations, Houf<e of Representatives, 93rd Congress, 1st sess., February 26, '1973, p. 3.
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ments to rethink and restructure their administrative organizations.
Others pointed to a longstanding antagonism between OM:B and OEP
and noted that a committee chaired by OMB director Roy Ash had
recommended a restructuring of OEP. According to this arO"ument,
O~IB had always seen OEP as a rival, so when the idea of re~rO"aniz
ing goyernment gained favor and OEP issued some reports emba~rass
ing to the Administration, OYIB seized the occasion and moved to
revamp OEP.
,Yhatever the reasons, current debate on different administrative
~lTangements should focus on several key questions. One policy matter
IS whether the lead coordinating agency should have operational responsibility, and if so, how much.
The staff found agreement that the lead agency is probably better
ofl' without responsibility for oil and natural disaster programs. FP A
spokesmen and critics genera.lly agree that reduction of natural disaster responsibilities has benefitted FPA. One official observed that
OEP's ,york had ahvays been characterized by a stop-and-go quality.
People would begin a project only to be interrupted when some natural
disaster would demand their attention. Now that FDAA has taken
o,-er the handling of natural disasters, the problem has been alleviated.
SimDar]y, a consensus seemed to exist that oil matters had become so
complex and vital that they were better handled separately.
"'hether the central coordiinating agency should be free of aU
operational responsibility is a more controversial subject. Critics argue
t ha t first- hand e~"P0sure to emergencies and personal experience in
handling them insure tha.t planning preparedness, and coordination
efforts remain .realistic. They insist that cutting administrators and
planners off from immediate contact with emergency conditions leads
to an isolation that has a detrimental effect on efforts to make efficient,
rea.listic preparations.
A top FPA official admitted that he was not certain what structure
"'ould be. most advantageous. He ended up suggesting that the best
solution might be not a "restored OEP" or the present setup, but a
hybrid structure-a centralized agency with operational responsibilities which stopped short of natural disasters and oil policies.
Another issue centers on the importance of the specific location of
the coordinating agency within the government19 OEP, by virtue of its
location in the Executive Office of the President, exercised considerable "clout." The staff found universal agreement that FPA carries
Jess political prestige and muscle than its predecessor. As a result,
FPA requests elicit slower responses, involve more red tape, and, generally, take a longer time.
The diminished" "clout" of FP ~L\. raises serious questions about the
importance and effectiveness of its leadership role. Some argue that it
is imperative that the Agency be moved from GSA and either be set up
13 An Arthur D. Little study on "Industrial Preparenne!;!; in an Arms Control Environmf'nt." prepared in December 1974 for the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency
(ACDA). also raised the iR!!Ue of location: "It is possible to point out areas in the preparedness system where effort miltht be rewarded with improvement. One such area is
the standby organization for industrial mobilization. The prIncipal issue here appearR
to be the I ('vel at which the primary mobilization coordination responsibility is fixed
withIn the Executive Branch. * * • The lInk wIth arms control * • * may "not have
bf'f'n fully appreciated when the 1973 decision was made and its emerging sIgnificance
suggests that a different disposition should at least be consIdered."
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by itself or be. attached to· the ·National Security Council, Domestic
Council,'or; the Office C?f Management an.d B:udget. 'rhis line of.argum,e~t ~s based oIl: ~e VIew that the coordmatmg agency has to'occl;lPY
a sIgnificant pOSItion to possess enough authonty to command respect
and to be effective. Prime location is important, if only to insure that
the President is aware of the coordinating agency's services and makes
use' of them. Proponents of this view believe that under the present
structure Executive decisionmakers are frequently unaware that FPA
has information which would be of use to them.
It seems clear that FPA does not playa major policy role in crisis
situations. Frequently, when a project has needed to be organized
quickly and political muscle has been required, the Office of :Management and Budget has taken command of the situation. As an OJHB
official observed, "crisis direction was required, and it had to be out of
the President's office."
The issue is whether OMB is suited to its new role. Critics contend
that it is not. They stress that while O:MB has Executive clout, it does
not have the expertise required to successfully handle emergencies.
They argue that there is high pay-off in using people who have had
experience in planning for and coping with emergency situations.
Reliance on those with prior experience is particularly important in
improving efficiency during the first seventy-two hours of the emergency. In the view of critics, OMB is ill-suited to its fire-fighting role:
it cannot .provide the expertise necessary to expedite the handling of
emergenCIes.
.
Another major policy question concerns the eff~tiveness of coorclination. Critics charge that present efforts are inefficient and fragmented. A. 1974 Arthur D. Little study lent credence to tIllS view, finding that "officials familiar with the preparedness system feel concern
over divisions of responsibility, possible gaps between agencies, and a
lack of full coordination." The study concluded, "An effort to confirm
these views and develop remedies for such deficiencies as are verified
seems warranted." 20
.
In its own investigation, the staff found particular concern over the
uneven coordination between state and local agencies and the Federal
bureaucracy. States apparently .f~nd it difficult to work with the reorganized Federal structure. They would prefer to deal with .~ single
unified Fed~ral agency cap'aJble' of granting them lump sum grants.
The. present fragmentedsystem-. in 'which agencies have overlapping
jurisdictions and coordination efforts prior to an emergency are distinct from· those following a disaster-frustrates and confuses them.
States have prdblems identifying the source of needed funds, and they
have trouble complying with the "strings" frequently attached to
grants. The use of funds allocated by the Defense Civil Preparedness
Agency 'seems to have been a subject of particular controversy.
FPA. officials acknowledge these problems. They were eager to improve coordination with state and local ag-encies. In addition, they
(and FDAA. officials) indicated that contact between FPA and FDA..\.
is minimal and that coordination between the two agencies is in need
of improvement.
Despite these problems, FPA representatives believe that the system
works better than critics charge. Problems that have surfaced reflect
20

Arthur D. Little, "Industrial Preparedness in an Arms 'Control Environment," p. G8.
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in large part the settling out of the new administrati\e apparatus, and
generally, coordination within the Federal bureaucracy is effective.
Difficulties are being worked out through administrative arrangements
and informal agreements.
Finally, in this time of government deficits and tight budgets,
comparative budgetary figures will also have to be considered. \Vheri.
the Nixon Administration presented Reorganization Number 1, official spokesmen heralded savings of some $2 million, but none of the
savings was to result from the restructuring of the emergency agencies. In fact, a high FPA official has suggested that the present decentralized set-up is more expensive to operate. If true~ it is only natural
to examine what advantages the new structure offers and to ask
whether they warrant the additional expenditures.
Planning
An evaluation of .planning efforts within the government seems wise
in light of widespread skepticism about planning. Critics contend that
the level of planning has been excessive in the past and that efforts
that are undertaken in the future should be more realistic, emphasizing
existing structures and resources rather than relying on contingency
structures and plans. They view planning efforts as an aeademic exercise, an impractical activity conducted in a world of contingencies too
often separated from more mundane realities. They argue that planning is an expensive luxury that is hard to justify when all programs
are ,being scrutinized for possible savings and other programs provide
more concrete and visible results.
Former OEP officials and current FPA spokesmen strongly defend
the need for advance ,planning. In defining planning, they speak of the
anticipation of pote'nti'al crises and preparation of appropriate governmental responses, ineluding the establishment of procedures, the perfection of methodologies, the collection of important data, and the
identification of skilled personnel. These officials argue that the complexity and increasing interdependence 6f the world and the concurrent growth in the potential for and ramifications of devastating
disasters make advance work aJbsolutely essential.
FPA officials expressed concern that the present administrative apparatus and appropriations process were biased ag-ainst planning efforts .. No single appropriatIOns contrb! point exists to insure that
enough money has gone into planning. Individual committees of the
Congress make independent decisions on each agency's request without any concern for the' overall outcome. FPA cannot exert the
political muscle that OEP could, and no one else has a big stake in
contingency planning. Consequently, when agencies negotiate their
bUdgetary requests and Congressional committees give them further
examination, funds requested for planning efforts are particularly
vulnerable.
The ending of the delegate agency funding process was of particular concern to FPAofficials. Uncler this system the lead preparedness
agency maintained control over funds,' when it used to insure that
vital p'lanning efforts went ahead. According'to FPA representatives,
the.exlst~~'Ce· of th.efu~.d gave the lead: ~~nc1. both IatItu~e and)everage,\ whIle also slI'nphfyl11g the accountll1g of -expendItures m: the
emergency area. Congress eliminated the system, in part, because it
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made more difficult efforts to keep tra<{k of .the exact sums each department was spending on preparedness efforts.. FPA officials did not
recommend restoration of the delegate agency funding process, but
insisted that some type of budgetary pool was necessary to insure COlltinuity of planning' and to guarantee completion of any planning
whose impact extends beyond a single department.
FPA officials were more concerned about the future implications of
the decreasing interest in preparedness planning than about the present results. They worried that the cumulative effort of the small incremental steps in which planning efforts were receiving less and less
support would be extremely serious. They emphasized that certain
types of planning were dynamic and in need of constant revision, and
they expressed fears that this planning would become obsolescent and
would deteriorate to a dangerous point.
The staff believes that further investigation of these issues is warranted. In the face of an evident decline in planning efforts, the
amount of planning the nation should support is an obvious area of
inquiry. The problem is to find the elusive mean between excessive
and inadequate planning. The staff believes that concerns expressed
bv FPA officials are legitimate, but that they must be coupled with
a~ recognition that planning inevitably has diminishing returns. It
does not seem wise to prepare elaborate plans for every possible contingency. Certain types of planning ~night be carried out. in specific
parts of the nation and then be applIed elsewhere as reqUIred. Planning may be most viable for crises of a limited nature~ as a former
OEP official suggested. Some thought is required~io insure that planning is conducted not just with an eye to maximizing efficiency, but
also with an eye to confining actions to the restraints of the Constitution and the law. Efforts must be made to make certain that advance
planning is formulated to provide procedures for the protection of
ch-il liberties and that all emergency preparations are in accordance
with constitutional processes. It is essential to assess the impact of
specific planning in a broader framework. For instance~ plans for relocating whole segments of the population in the event of a nuclear
threat must be considered within the perspective of an overall policy
of nuclear parity. Such plans might be viewed by an enemy as our
preparation for a first strike and be escalatory in ways that were unintended. At the same time, relocation plans may violate important
ciyil liberties.
The quality and efficiency of current planning efforts must be
examined along with other questions, such as the extent to which
affected agencies are involved in advance planning. It will be impOl'tant to judge how well officials are anticipating' the diverse types
of emergencies that might occur. 'Val' and natural disasters are the
commonest but the near default of New York City suggests an entirely
different realm of economic emergencies and raises the question
whether other possible calamities have been anticipated.
Any investigation should not neglect the critical importance of the
lead organizatIOnal agency. The coordinating agency plays a key role,
particularly in charting unexplored terrain, such as ~ the possible
dangers of world terrorism and peacetime nuclear emergencies. It
seems wise to examme both the contention of FPA officials that the
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central 8g-ency should serve as a control point in the al1ocation of
funds and the suggestion of others that the diminished political
muscle of the FP A has materially hurt planning efforts.
Any assessment of planning and preparedness efforts in the United
States should give certain areas special scrutiny. In April 1973. the
strategic and critical materials stockpile objectives were reduced by
a qnantity yalued at more than $4 billion. The rationale for this abrupt
change in policy is unclear. An investigation by GAO seems to be leading to a reevaluation of stockpile assumptions, but it is essential that
Congress insure that the nation's policies in this area are not subject
to dramatic fluctuation or political whim.
Another issue concerns Executiye Reseryes. Under this program,
selected American citizens are assigned key governmental roles which
they are to assume in an emergency. In effect, these officials constitute
a type of "shadow government." Serious questions-such as the extent
of the program, the type of individuals involved, the advisability of
public disclosure, and the manner of actiyation of these reservessuggest the need for further investigation. In December 1973, in testimony before the Senate Interior Subcommittee on Integrated Oil Operations, Senator Lee Metcalf expressed concern about the extent of
industry representation in the Emergency Petroleum and Gas Administration Executive Reserve. The staff of the Special Committee feels
that. th~ ~teI:~.o.f industr:y ~0!ltrQJ in all ~xecut~ve Reserve programs
merIts mvestIgatiOn.""]\:.il mqmrys-emTIs WIse m VIew ot the findmgs of
--the HOUse SInaIl13usiness Subcommittee on Energy and the Environment that "politicalization" and "disregard for conflict of interest considerations" plague the Presidential Executive Interchange Program
created by President Johnson in 1969.
Another issue irnrolves representation of the chief preparedness
agency on the National Security Council. OEP was represented on
that body, but the preparedness representative was removed in the
1973 reorganization. The staff heard different views on this issue. A
former OEP official felt that it would be difficult to make a compelling
case for representation, since most of the items on the National Security Council agenda are matt-ers concerning the CIA and State and
Defense Departments. An FPA official felt that the chief preparedn6SS agency should naturally be represented on that group, but was
under no illusion that membership would bring immediate influence.

Oi'vil Liberties
Finally, there are a range of government programs which warrant
investigation because they pose a potential threat to civil liberties.
Emergency censorship demands more thorough scrutiny. In 1972,
the House Government Operations Subcommittee on Foreign Operations and Government Information held hearings on the "'Vartime
Information Security Program," but these hearings did not constitute
an exhaustive inquiry.
The maintenance of lists of people to be watched or to be detained
in time of national emergency is another sensitive area. Of particular
concern are c~mtingency plans, developed by the Justice Department,
for a domestIc emergency. In an article by Harvard law professor
A~an Ders~owi~Z' appearing in the :March/April, 1973, Ljbe'rty,
RIchard Khendlenst, the Deputy Attorney General at that tIme, is
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quoted as saying: "We have carefu~ plans ready to be put i:tl.to effect
in the event of any emergencyreqUlrmg' Federal troops." The Senate
Select· Committee on Intelligence Activities and the House Judiciary
Subcommittee on -Civil Liberties have begun investigations of these
matters, but the Congress still awaits the results of these inquiries.
. .Another matter of concern is the number of organizations which
have been established in a dormant status to be activated upon the
President's determination iIi a .national emergency. Planned agencies,
such as the Office of Defense. Resources and the Office of Economic
Stabilization, may require further study.
Perhaps the operation most in need of scrutiny is the series of government relocation centers operated under the FPA's "continuity of
government" program. Recent articles by Richard P. Pollock in The
Progressive 21 and the .new vVashington weekly, Ne1.Osworlcs,22 have
detailed the operations of Mount Weather and other relocation sites
operated outside vVashington, D.C. The staff is concerned about the
lack of Congressional oversight and the absence of evidence that these
facilities are being run in accordance with constitutional processes.
If these programs are to continue, it is imperative that adequate safeguards exist in the activation and operation of Mount ,Veather and
other relocation sites. The Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights has begun to probe this area but has found it difficult
to penetrate the veil of secrecy surrounding these programs.
21 Richard P. Pollock, "The Mysterious Mountain," The Progressive, Madison, Wis.,
March 1976, pp. 12-16.
22 Richlird P. Pollock)., "Flight '514 and the Secret of MOUnt-weather." Washington News
works, Washington, D.c., February 12-18, 1976, pp. 7-8.
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